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The Lira Light Column RGBW LED color changing
column luminaire blends beauty, design, color and
expression into a single powerful luminaire or color
rotations are endless. Color temperatures for pure
White are now available in Warm (3000K), Neutral
(4000K) and Cool (5000K) lumens. All selections
can have time duration set for each color to achieve
exciting transitions—each color beautifully blending
into the next programmed color (DMX Controller
required for RGB).
Enjoy creating various lighting effects for all different
applications or can be continuous warm, neutral,
or cool white for an even glow. These columns can
be conveniently programmed with other façade or
fountain fixtures. This color-changing across all
fixtures effect can be identically coordinated and
timed, creating a multi-level fusion of light that will
enhance any project design.
Column height can range from 3 to 17 feet at sizes
LIR-6 (6” OD) or LIR-8 (8” OD). Its column uses a
polycarbonate lens, which is reinforced by integral
tubing. Optional shields for lenses are available.
Optional custom logos are also available in shielding.

FEATURES
• High-Quality, precision-milled, machined aluminum
transition pieces
• Extruded Aluminum shaft
• Unbreakable, durable polycarbonate lens
• Optional shielding with custom offerings for logos
and much more
• Star Power Optical System
• Tamperproof hardware
• Made in the USA
• Color-changing + multi-level blending effects
that are field changeable for special holidays and
occasions...
- Red, White and Blue for the 4th of July
- Green and White for St. Patrick’s Day
and more!

STYLE

BODY + CONTOUR

HIDDEN HARDWARE

GLOW

Compliments the architectural
features of a facility. A perfect
“centerpiece” for grand entrances
and major populated areas.

The Lira Light Column is powerfully
symmetrical. Its smooth edges
provide a soft and safe body contour
from top to bottom.

The Lira Light Column is made of
precision milled and machined parts
with vandal resistant hardware.

Create endless color syncing and
mixing options, or set at a soft
glow to enhance the environment.
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